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ASCII code 36 = $		  
 
 Agon Hack’s annuit coeptis postures  
the imposture’s temp = resTemp.drop([x for x in res 
  Temp.columns if x not in (‘date’, 
  ‘biblio’,‘diaTyp’)],axis=1),  
  in anchor shot. Vague wreck. 
 Add Limoges porcelain, fayence and n  
quantified state variables q(t)={q1(t),q2(t),…,qn(t)}. 
Haggle the unblue—slack in the hip null,  
  under tease. Mass nob, vista. 
        First eye for typogenetics. 
   Slog’s even—unsucks bend.     
  The underdied go born.   
 
Ērādĕre’s humument is a doublecross. Gholas’ 
 rise as cant lacks. Alyawara, the !Kung  
 and the Nunamuit grab their scalpriforms.   
  Blackout—Untitled (Skull),  
  its implicit rig (TSSOCC)  
 is a ps sign’s bulk and	linear,	splay	 
   the cifrão. Pass slack. 
  Cata in klang glot (aufh)—déchiré  
  (déchié), not as Pythagorean tetractys,  
 is a misquote. $ (disambiguation).  
 
 Turns the trick, gimmick. The new Ixian  
  Ambassador is initiated  
   by the Armanenschaft 
   priesthood. It’s Agon Hack.   
 His soetics aren’t antiontological.  



They’re scheiden or coup or urteil’s bar_width=36, 
 ylabel=‘Diagrams’,palette=viridis(14), 
  width=250,height=250. Now limit  
 his limitrophic reach with a godtrap.   
Super secure tripcode: 36 character salted hash  
 generated with [agh36] input: #$$tripcode  
  output: !$$a29c4af324e9a23d.   
  MÉTIER—the residua mutates.  
 
 
  



 
ASCII code 37 = %	 
 
 Agon Hack is verified by Codemonkey.  
His noninvertible k-morphisms in Cat(∞,n−1)  
  are irrelevant for k > 1. G[é]ometrie, 
 as ancestral Puebloan, is inimical in grex, 
but not in gens. As senex, ex’s RegistryKey lgn = hkl 
 m.OpenSubKey(@“Software”, true).CreateSub 
 Key(“BatteryIcon”). HELLPOSAVIS  
  is born AD 37 at	XANTHOS.   
   
  Abbé Lemozi works in Pech Merle 
  in the late 1920s—HAHAYRSOU. 
 C:\Users\Oliver\Documents\GitHub\Percentage 
  BatteryIcon\percentage\obj\Debug\ 
 percentage.csprojAssemblyReference.cache. 
 Indicate pelts with black and red dots. Riven  
  mesh—PATRONS for the longvac’s 
   cram have Agon’s karstic urge.  
   He blackouts the black ink  
  redactions and vegetal biohorror.         
  Standby for a Lovecraftian heterotopia: 
   drill skulls and inject muriatic acid. 
  
 8CHAN ADMINISTRATOR ID:A88CE% > 
  >1%391 (THE STORM #37)—tisse, tissage  
  and tisser have and acoustic presence.  
   Yolk throb. Fabergé eggs  
   in flaky cones—un coup de dés  
   jamais n’abolira le hasard, soil 
  Area X’s local jason = file.ReadData 
  AndContent(“murder/” .. game.GetMap( 
   ) .. “/spawns/” .. listName .. “.txt”).   
 
  Bast, the tropos, his manner shifts the shield:     
  (implied pun: base)—scars and stains  
  unzip a face’s taut crease. Silver  
  blister, flake, putsup inmid 
   his geode cum.  
 
  



 
ASCII code 38 = &	  
 
Agon Hack’s gnostic theodicy is part invectorium, 
part nethescuriality. Torsional excess  
 leverage archetypes  
  nor more plangent  
  than self.Owner.Handcuffed ||  
  (CLIENT && self.Owner:GetNW 
 Bool(“Handcuffed”).   
 The	ampersand	is the	logogram	 
  “&”—antistrephon’s tinker 
  at the 38th plenum. A “lubber” (lout)  
  by Launce, Agon’s paleonym follows  
 
the augering, 1 × 1–m grid units excavated  
 at each site. Thickslick as a frantic   
 priority—ranks lower  
with an imposter—SURcenSURE’s if ( GAME 
MODE:IsSpawnpointSuitable( pl, Chosen 
   SpawnPoint, i==6 ) ) then  
  the crude nohoper is a sadomaso.   
  This farrago attains apotheosis  
   when he frissonates. Grope 
   degrees—génotexte, its idiot data, 
 saecular and HOT-4_TERM_AUTHC-TVFC 
 AZD-387392x. The aepyornis escape  
 
extinction. Envy the rod. The liver is the cock’s  
 comb. Lummox, knock sense. Rather, fatality’s 
  in vogue—its epithetha ornans   
  in Figure 38: Athanasius Kircher’s  
  Oedipus Aegyptiacus. Rake out the shit 
 @PointClass base(Targetname, Angles, Shadow,  
 Studiomodel) studioprop()= mu_loot :  
   “Murder Loot Spawn Position.” 
  CONSPIRACY push coming. 
  (See several quotations in OED2,  
   “gutter, n.1 ,” 38).  
    Flick the stack.  
 
  



 
ASCII code 39 = ’ 	 
 
Agon Hack’s misprision/mis-PRIZH-œn/from Old  
 French	mesprision	(error); from Latin	 
 prendre	(take)—ad hominem expurgatis  
  in statu quo—is barratry as drain 
  nadir. Figure 39: The Three Peircean  
   Categories—trikonic, describe  
 apostrophe, ‘generating CSV’ do # rubocop: 
  disable Metrics/BlockLength. Folio  
  and variora editions are less metaxic 
   than blank—ecumenic.  
   His is cognitive charisma.    
    Th’ imposthume’s  
 
 nothing itself nihilates. Q !AH.yye1fxo ID: e57603 > 
 > 42981 (Qresearcj #39) 01.14.18  
 GMT+1: 05:50:17—for flotation  
  processing, pollen and phytolith  
  analysis. He dissects his mortglut’s  
 enkyklios paideia. See, e.g., The Actus Reus  
 Requirement: A Qualified Defense,  
  10 CRIM. JUST. ETHICS 11 (1991).  
 
His contest isn’t fivefold: phraseograms,	logograms,	 
morphemograms,	syllabograms  
 and	phonograms—css = self.prefix 
  CssUrlsWith(css, self.uploadfs 
 ().getUrl() + ‘/assets/’  
+ self.generation). What’s au courant, 
 is reneged. Not the metallic canker. 
  
Rancid charm’s a smudgy cartoon’s     
 le pas au-delà, just as Nyarlathotep  
 is the crawling chaos in geek fandom,  
 not Agon, who whacks  
  the credibles. Uevria 
  as dormer curve—consés   
 hid lord’s homovoc.  
 
  



 
ASCII code 40 = (		 
 
Agon Hack’s cncptl rtstnd prfr— hih  
 vytih twum, exploits  
  his heterophonic range.   
  As aitch or haitch, wrech it big  
 with mouf ‘n choax—poundemónium.   
An affront, vaunt, this left	paren;	left	parenthesis;	left;	 
 open; paren	(“)”	=	thesis); lparen;	ITU-T:	 
 INTERCAL:	wax	(“)”	=	wane)—accounts 
 for the overbold. Trans lineam  
  and its crossing, if (row.substring 
  (0, 8) === “git-ftp.” && row.substring 
  (io, io + 40) === “.url”) {then overstep 
 
the rage. “Satz”—is crucial. Therefore, transgressal.   
 Ontico’s (OOO), clay bas-relief conjures  
 coarse black fur with red sucking  
  mouths. L-system pluripotent  
  cells in foetuses migrate. Otro  
 loco más—Q !AH.yye1fxo ID: N/A >> 40 (No  
  Title /greatawakening/) 01.14.18 GMT 
  +1: 06:10:46. It’s just a crookbackian 
  motto. Agon’s threnos is his esemplastic  
   power. Vegetation in this ASCII 
 
 code includes fourwing saltbush, Indian ricegrass,  
  snakeweed, buckwheat, ephedra, yucca,  
   prickly pear cactus, cholla,  
   sand sage, and forbs.  
  His misprision cancels callback(“Process 
Utils can’t resolve the path requested:” + filePath). 
 Defiant trespassers sense that this plot  
 is arbitrary. However urloin, print’s  
  trine recap knocks antre.  
 “Gedankenexperiment,”  
  as the behaviorists say,     
   is mal protesi nervi.  
 His anus is blocked by a crab. 
 
  



 
ASCII code 41 = )		 
 
Agon Hack is magnified by spindrift’s public  
 Erection(String id, String name, Set<Terrain 
 TypeEnum> terrains, int settlementValue,  
  int shieldValue) {obtuse,  
   gross—clone count.  
   (Bedeutung) in the ideal sense. 
His radical surprise has brackets integrate Theseus,  
 open-sourcing	JavaScript and	debugging	 
  developers. The contact wake.  
  The discrepant and impure.     
   The obscure temps durée.  
   The schizogenesis’ ibid.  
	 
Neither praesphenoid, nor the davarocentric  
 subject, his stomodaea is a nival helcoid.   
  Anticanonizers in turnstiles spin 
 scandal—(theft from the common  
 stock)—pierce the tongue, ear and penis. 
  Postfigure social energies’   
  text <- scan(as.character(canon.data 
  $file[i]), what = “character”, sep = “\n”, 
prostrated for indifferentism. Shoggoths mold  
 organs by notic flence. Here’s ruck  
 in shock release. The output cult updates  
 its status. Sterile subsoil, including Cenozoic  
  gravels, are directly under  
   ASCII code 41.  
 
 Blank as does inure: OED sense I.1a fusing  
with senses II.5a & c (transf.) and 6a (CCW, 363). 
  Down the stucco chute,  
  Q !AH.yye1fxo ID: N/A >> 20 (No Title 
   /greatawakening/) 01.14.18 GMT+ 
  1: 06:17:29—therefore, extraction,  
   graft, extension.  
  Agon’s in the Necronomicon. 
    Glare over aggro. 
  



 
ASCII code 42 =	*	 
 
Agon Hack’s juvenalia is an anagram—deadware, 
 ubi sunt in his opus alchymicum.  
 The pitchblende’s asterisk (*);  
  from Late Latin asteriscus,  
from Ancient Greek ἀστερίσκος, asteriskos,  
“little star”—is pure technopaignia.  
 *De laudibus sanctae crucis. 
 *Paris: Sté Nlle des Éditions du Chêne  
  Peignot, fig. 42. 
 *Das Bildgedicht in Europa.  
 *The Martyrology, Book 5. 
 
In the	Etymologiae’s for ac_var in exec_prefix  
 prefix bindir sbindir libexecdir  
 datarootdir\, matlo(w) in urbs 
  mockawe his vis imaginativa.   
    Oulanem’s 42nd brumaire 
 is Agon’s connexion [sic]—nethescurial. 
Prosobranchia have operculum’s Q !AH.yye1fxo  
 ID: 297c5d >> 43627 (The Storm #42)  
 01.14.18 GMT+1: 06:32:34. Style 
  is faith in the nestlecock	polis.  
 
 Pandemonism flicks—his ichor deity 
is revoked. No more dropdown menu  
  nor ricochet montage.  
  Doorknob flesh—genetrix.       
 *His	solécisme	est une erreur.  
 *The Provençal viol arouses.   
	 *Nadi contra suberna. 
  *Donne, Sermons, 5:84–86. 
Aco_option_register_custom(&cfg_info, “video 
_mode”, ACO_EXACT, bridge_types, NULL,  
 video_mode_handler, 0)—no 
 managerial naivete nor risk 
 aversion. No scale under the fuse. 
  *Limited Inc—selfsame.  
 


